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iSHERIFF EMAIL SECURITY

iSheriff Email Security is a cloud-based anti-spam and email threat protection service. It rids your 
organization’s email of spam, providing a clean email connection and secures against viruses, blended 
threats, unwanted content and confidential data leakage.

Why do I need Email Security?

Email is the default business communication standard. Yet despite its maturity it is fraught with security 
weaknesses and plagued with threats such as spam, phishing and malware. Spam and phishing have 
undoubtedly been the biggest negatives for email. Spam volume has more than doubled since 2008 and
continues to worsen. Spam has long been the attack vector of choice for hackers and criminals and now 
they have expanded the assault on your email via botnets, fake anti-virus programs and blended threats.

Incoming email threats are not the only concern. Your organization may be exposed to intentional 
and unintentional security risk from within. Most organizations place special significance on their 
commercially sensitive and private data which is susceptible to leakage via email. As email is widely 
considered to be electronic letterhead, the conduct of your employees when using email reflects directly 
on your business. You need to be certain that email use is safe, secure, productive and appropriate.

The Many Advantages of iSheriff Cloud Security

iSheriff provides your organization with a secure and protected email connection that yields additional 
advantages that complement traditional security solutions:

 � Instant Deployment – connect to the service and you’re immediately up and running.

 � No Upfront Expenditure – no need to purchase capital and no obsolete hardware.

 � Fixed Costs To Suit Any Budget – iSheriff security service subscriptions start from just USD 
$0.09 cents per user a day.

 � Enterprise-Class Security – you gain the benefit of top email and Web security infrastructure 
thanks to economies of scale.

 � The Experts Work For You – your email traffic is managed 24/7 by Internet security experts and 
modelled against other networks to detect traffic anomalies.

 � Save Bandwidth And Resources – iSheriff virtually eliminates spam and associated costs

 � Strength In Numbers – you gain the shared benefits of being part of a larger security community.
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 � Zero Administration - No tedious upgrades, no maintenance requirements; you always have 
the latest and best protection.

Key Features

iSheriff Email Security enables comprehensive protection yet is simple and easy to use. Our services 
target a range of email threats and security concerns:

 � Spam & Phishing – utilizing a layered approach, iSheriff employs the latest range of anti-
spam technologies including IP reputation and real-time content analysis to detect and block 
spam in the cloud, before your email gateway even receives it.

 � Anti-Virus & Blended Threats – detects and blocks virus attachments and malware, including 
malicious URL links, ensuring that your organization is protected against the full range of 
threats which can infect your network via email.

 � Inbound & Outbound Policy Compliance – manage email content including text and file 
attachments. Block profanity, oversize messages and easily apply any compliance policies you 
require with the benefit of dynamic content analysis and message classification.

 � Data Leakage Prevention – secure the wealth of intellectual property and sensitive data 
that traverses your organization via email. With iSheriff, you can define sensitive file types or 
keywords and control the distribution of this material outside of your organization.

 � Security & Compliance Reporting – access useful and easy to understand reports on spam, 
threats and your overall email usage. Graphical summaries are provided as well as in-depth 
reports to help you investigate specific events or user activity. You can run reports by address, 
file type, and threat category across a wide range of time periods. iSheriff reports allow you to 
measure the real benefits of Email Security and demonstrate the return on your dollar.

 � Directory Synchronization – iSheriff provides automated user account directory 
synchronization to streamline administration and save you time and effort. iSheriff supports 
all common directory formats including Active Directory and LDAP.
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Free Evaluation

It is fast and easy to sign up with iSheriff. You can trial the service before subscribing and generate 
reports to better understand your own requirements and evaluate iSheriff. Sign up for your FREE trial 
today. Visit us at: www.iSheriff.com

Full reporting services are provided to help you learn what is going on with your Endpoint, email and 
Web usage and understand all that iSheriff has to offer. There is no obligation to subscribe and it is 
quick and easy to disconnect the service if you don’t wish to continue.

About iSheriff

iSheriff is the leading provider of content and endpoint security from the cloud. We keep organiza-
tions and individuals safe from cybercrime, malware and digital threats. Thousands of businesses 
across a wide array of industries have deployed our solutions, including some of the most sophisti-
cated buyers of security technology worldwide. iSheriff has operations in New York, California, Ireland 
and Asia.

Contact iSheriff

Contact details are available online at: www.iSheriff.com


